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Often referred to as a jazz singer for the 

hip-hop generation, Minneapolis native 

Jose James has always drawn from 

disparate musical influences. After studying 

at New York’s New School for Jazz and 

Contemporary Music, he released his debut 

album, “The Dreamer” on the Brownswood 

recordings label and followed up with 

a string of albums. His third, “For All We 

Know” winning both the Edison Award and 

L'Académie du Jazz Grand Prix.

A Native of Hiroshima, Japan, pianist / 

keyboardist Takeshi Ohbayashi studied at 

Berklee College of Music and started his 

professional career as member of Terri Lyne 

Carrington band. After graduating from 

Berklee Global Jazz Institute, he moved to 

NYC and quickly became one of the most 

in demand musician in New York in both 

acoustic jazz and R&B hip-hop jazz field. 

He is performing at many famed festivals 

and venues all around the world with Jose 

James, Takuya Kuroda, New Century Jazz 

Quintet which is co-lead by Takeshi and 

Ulysses Owens Jr.

iNTErviEw

JOsÈ & TAkEshi
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We caught up with the pair in Osaka, where they took time 

to talk with us about the reface series.

“ It’s the perfect tr avel companIon.”

So what do you think of the reface series so far?

Jose: I love it! I have the CP and take it when I travel — it’s 

the perfect travel companion. You know, when you’re on 

a train or a flight, it fits right into your carry-on, and it has 

the full range of sounds, and that playability, that touch 

and feel. I don’t want to sit and open up my laptop when 

I have an idea, I just want to play it on an instrument. It’s 

really nice to have one of these with you just for writing, 

because when you get an idea you can just plug in and 

have your whole world set up. It makes me feel like I’m still 

connected to the music.
One other thing — the CS definitely helped me to learn 

the basics of the synthesizer… you know, LFO, that kind of 

thing… I highly recommend it to people who want to get 

familiar with how a synth really works.

“ I  l Ike the way It lets me be fast.  

I  can em aIl my Ideas!”

Did the reface have any influence on the 

production of your new album?

Jose: Absolutely. I think you’re influenced by whatever 

you’re writing with. The synth is very specific — it’s melodic 

but it also has attitude — which is why I prefer it. So for 

example when I'm collaborating with another artist, I can 

play and record right on the synth, which lets them hear 

not only the phrasing but the spirit of what I was trying to 

do. I like the way we can be fast now. You can say, “Oh 

hey, here’s an idea... ” and just email it. The artist can 

open it and send it back, almost like a session. For me, 

there’s more information writing with a synth.

I mostly use the piano to write music, but with the CS it’s… 

“Wow!” You start exploring. It’s a beautiful instrument, 

and having it in the sound of the stage has been amazing 

too. We’re still finding the sound for the new album; we’re 

trying things out onstage, and the reface series has been 

super-cool, especially the organ.

Takeshi: I agree with Jose. It’s definitely great to travel 

with, but what surprised me was the superb touch! I used 

to spend more time on the piano, so I’m picky about touch, 

and this is definitely the best small keyboard out there—I 

really appreciate your hard work!

The app is really cool because when we’re playing live 

Jose sometimes switches up the song and I don’t have 

time to tweak all the knobs… with the app I can just swap 

and get into the sound.
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Takeshi: Sound- and pitch-wise, there are things that 

only a synthesizer can do, so that has been really helpful 

to me in writing new songs, and for exploring. I’m also 

really excited to go online and download sounds that other 

people have made — everyone is going to feel something 

different just from the one same sound. I think that’s a 

really cool idea that you guys came up with!

“Ja zz musIc Is at a turnIng poInt.  

the reface ser Ies Is a beautIful way 

for a pl ayer to tr ansIt Ion  

and have fun.”

What significance does the reface series have for 

you as a jazz artist?

Jose: It’s sort of a larger conversation, but I think jazz 

music is at a turning point, because we live in a world that 

is based on technology. Jazz has traditionally been based 

on acoustic instruments, but has been incorporating more 

technology into recording techniques, or into instruments 

that are sort of electronic, but still analog, like an electric 

piano or a hollow-body electric guitar. For some artists 

who come from jazz or conservatory backgrounds 

there is a transition in taking their knowledge of jazz 

and incorporating contemporary sounds, but I think it’s 

important for jazz musicians in particular to live in the 

contemporary world. The reface series is a beautiful way 

for a player to transition and have fun. Like Takeshi says, 

it’s a nice bridge because the feel and the touch are still 

there, but you realize, “Oh wow, all of a sudden I can 

just put my voice in this world,” and it sounds beautiful, 

you know? It’s a new turning point, because I love singing 

standards — the history and tradition — but people also 

want to know your story, and Yamaha can help you tell it!

l Inks:

Josè James Official: http://www.josejamesmusic.com

Takeshi Obayashi Official: http://www.takeshimusic.com
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The last two episodes dealt with 

Performances, Live Sets, and Scenes. Since 

it is particularly important to save the self-

programmed Performances, today is all 

about the file handling. And I assume that 

this issue is of particular interest for all new 

owners of a MONTAGE relatively shortly 

after its release. 

Compared to the MOTIF series the user interface of the 

MONTAGE already bears a significant change, which is 

essential for the topic of this episode: There is no [FILE] 

button anymore. All such actions are now taking place 

in [UTILITY]. After pressing this button, the menu item 

"Contents" summarises everything that is associated with 

files. 

MONTAGE 
Quick GuidE 
PArT 3 - FilE ANd librAry MANAGEMENT

EAsy FiliNG

You should already know the most important rule about 

file handling. It also applies to the MONTAGE and reads 

as follows:

"Saving & Backups - rather too often than too rare!"

To avoid any misunderstanding, I would like to start by 

saying that it mainly comes to saving on external media 

(USB flash drive, USB hard drive) in this episode. The fact 

that storing, for example, a Performance also leads to 

"Utility > Contents", makes a clear distinction important.

If you are in the section "Utility > Contents" and choose 

"Store / Save" from the right column of the menu, the 

selection of the "Content Type" is made with a tap on the 

corresponding parameter or by using the dial or [INC / 

YES] / [ DEC / NO]. There are four options available:

•	Performance (typically 

accessed through [STORE])

•	User File

•	Library File

•	.mid File

Yamaha.com 7
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User and Library files are now in the focus, I'll devote a 

separate episode for Song and MIDI files. According to 

the title of this paragraph here are a few quick and easy 

recommendations before we go "scraping the barrel". 

Make yourself store a User File to an external medium 

after each work on MONTAGE that results in changes 

compared to the factory set. A list of compatible USB 

storage devices can be found on the MONTAGE  download 

page at Yamaha.com 

After you have connected your storage device: 

•	Press the button [UTILITY]

•	Open the display "Contents" > "Store / Save"

•	Select the the Content Type "User File" at the top of 

the display 

•	Tap on "Name-of-your-USB-stick"_usb1

•	Tap on "[Save As New File]"

•	Enter a name and confirm with "Done"

Apart from sequencer data doing so stores all user-

relevant data, having done the most important thing. 

AFTER this action, you can safely load another User File. 

This is done basically by the same route, the command to 

do is, of course, "Load". 

You can safely load a Library File at any time. The user 

memory area remains untouched. For this reason,  

a Library File is loaded without additional confirmation. If 

you accidentally load a Library File that is already present 

in the instrument, the status quo is simply overwritten - 

which is however not a problem, since the contents of  

a Library File can not be edited anyway. If a limit is 

reached, because all eight Library Memories are already 

occupied or the free memory for User Waveforms is too 

low, you'll get an error message. In this case, you have to 

free memory to be able to load further files.

In all mentioned actions you don't have to worry about 

User Waveforms. These are automatically managed by 

the MONTAGE.

usEr FilEs iN dETAil

The entire user data can be stored on a USB storage device 

as a User File (extension ".X7U"). A User File includes the 

following data:

•	Performance  max. 640

•	Curve  max. 32  

  (for Control Assign + Motion Sequence)

•	Arpeggio  max. 256

•	Motion Sequence max. 256

•	User Waveform max. 2,048

•	Micro Tuning  max. 8

•	Live Set  max. 2,048

A major difference to the MOTIF series is the fact that the 

size of the files varies not only with respect to the memory 

capacity. The content is adapted to the actual needs. A 

User File may contain, for example, a single Performance. 

There are no placeholders with Init Performances created 

within the file. This is also noticeable in terms of speed 

when files are saved and loaded. 

TO kEEP AN OvErviEw

MONTAGE has a wonderful feature to learn about the 

current contents of the user memories. Follow the path 

[UTILITY] > "Contents" > "Data Utility" to have a folder 

structure displayed. Tapping a folder opens the content 

view. Simultaneously, the number of used memory 

locations and the respective maximum achievable 

capacity appears in the top-right of the display. 
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In the top center of the display, the folder structure is 

shown, with a tap on ">MONTAGE" you can return to the 

overview. 

The items within the folders can be renamed or deleted 

immediately after selection. 

•	Select the Content Type "Library File" at the top of the 

display 

•	Tap on "Name-of-your-USB-stick"_usb1 (this step 

is only necessary after the first connection of your 

storage medium)

•	Tap on "[Save As New File]"

•	Enter a file name and confirm with "Done"

Subsequently the stored Library File can be loaded with 

these steps into a Library Bank:

•	Press [UTILITY]

•	Select "Contents" > "Load" from the menu

•	Select the Content Type "Library File" at the top of the 

display 

•	Tap on "Name-of-your-USB-stick"_usb1

•	Select the previously stored Library File (extension 

".X7L")

To remove a Library File from the memory, perform the 

following steps:

•	Press [UTILITY]

•	Select "Contents" > "Data Utility" from the menu

•	Tap on the folder "Library"

•	Tap on the file to be deleted

•	Tap on "Delete" in the left menu 

•	Confirm the prompt on the display with "Delete / YES"

Moreover sorting options facilitate the overview. 

librAry FilEs

In addition to the Preset Banks and the User Bank up to 

eight Library Banks are available, which can be loaded as 

Library Files (extension ".X7L").

The difference to the User Bank is merely that the 

Performances in a Library Bank can not be changed or 

edited.

A Library File is kind of a "frozen" copy of an entire User 

File, with one exception: Only the first Live Set Bank of the 

respective source User File is copied. 

The Library File is generated by storing all the data 

contained in the user memory - all User Performances, 

User Waveforms, Samples, and User Arpeggio Patterns - in 

a Library File. Subsequently, the Library File can be loaded 

into one of the eight Library Banks. The Performances 

contained therein behave like Presets that were created 

by the user. The Library Memory Slots are occupied in the 

loading order and identified by the file name.

The complete contents of the user memory (incl. User 

Waveforms and Samples) can be stored as a Library File 

by following these steps:

•	Press [UTILITY]

•	Select "Contents" > "Store / Save" from the menu

The memory - for instance for User Waveforms - is 

immediately released.

sOME hiNTs FOr  

ThE OrGANisATiON 

The order in which the Library Files are loaded 

determines their position in the available Banks 1 to 8. 
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If gaps occur after deleting several Libraries, these are 

filled in the order of loading. The Bank Select commands 

for selecting the Performances ensue from their position 

within the eight Banks. You will find the appropriate 

commands in the Data List. So, if you change the contents 

of the Library Banks frequently, but at the same time 

work with Bank Select commands to call up the Library 

Performances, you must consider this behavior. After a 

reorganisation, so you should take care with the loading 

order to ensure that every Library File that is addressed 

by Bank Select commands gets back in its original Bank. 

A similar situation arises 

with Live Sets. It is possible 

to use Live Sets in the User 

Memory to call up Library 

Performances. However, 

if a Library is deleted, that 

is linked in this manner, 

the message "Not Found" 

appears in the Live Set Slot 

in question.

After re-loading the Library 

that link is not automatically 

restored. Only after the 

User File has been re-loaded, the Library Performance is 

reassigned in the Live Set Slot. In the context of Live Sets, 

however, the position of the Library Files in the Banks does 

not matter, because the Libraries are identified by their 

names.

I have made a graphically-interactively presentation of the 

MONTAGE memory concept. See the web version here.

If there are compatibility issues with your browser, a video-

version is available on YouTube. 

https://youtu.be/SpYP0e_WRMc

Important note:

An edited Library Performance can be stored exclusively 

as a new User Performance. It is not possible to 

perform a store operation directly into a Library. For 

this reason, in addition to the Library File the same 

memory content should always be stored as a User File.

If it is necessary to change or supplement a Library File, this 

has to be done in the underlying User File. Subsequently, 

the modified User Bank must be saved as a Library File 

and the changed Library must be re-loaded.

Moreover, it should be noted that no User Waveforms and 

User Arpeggio Patterns will be copied by storing a Library 

Performance into the user memory. That might mean - 

similar to the situation described for the Live Sets - that the 

appropriate Library must be loaded in order for the User 

Performance to work as expected.

hANdy librAry TiPs

Who has persevered this far, will find that various 

possibilities exist to deal with the different memory areas 

in MONTAGE. The easiest way is to avoid cross-links and 

to consider each file as an isolated unit. The pleasantly 

low loading times allows to handle all files quickly. If you 

organise your "daily work files" into the Library storage, 

the user memory would always be free for experiments. 

On the other hand free Library Banks can also be loaded 

quickly - in that case without touching the user memory.

Another way might be to set up the Library Banks as 

containers for parts that use User Waveforms. So you 

could create one or more User Files which then take "use" 

of this Waveform pool. The advantage may be the very 

fast loading times of the then sample-free User Files. 

As usual, everyone must find her or his own way in this 

regard.

It is very pleasant that MONTAGE automatically takes 

over the managing of the User Waveforms. Each loaded 

file receives a reserved memory area, which can quickly 

be released for other files if needed.

compIl Ing a perfor m ance collectIon 

from sever al f Iles

It is not possible to load individual Performances from 

User Files. However, there is the "Library Import". Make 

no mistake: This will not import anything into a Library. 
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With this function, one or more Performances from 

an installed Library (not from a file on a storage 

medium!) can be imported into the user memory. When 

importing multiple Performances based on the same 

User Waveforms, those references are detected and no 

duplicates are created. If another Performance, that is 

based on the same sample material, is imported later, 

the User Waveform memory would unnecessarily be 

burdened. Therefore, careful planning is useful.

The Library Import is done with the following steps:

•	Press [UTILITY]

•	Select "Contents" > "Library Import" from the menu

•	Tap on "Name-of-your-Library"

•	Select one, several, or all Performances

•	Tap on "Import to User Bank" at the bottom of the 

display

•	Confirm the prompt with "IMPORT / YES"

Upon completion, you should first save your new User 

File on a USB storage device. If you want to load the 

new compilation as a Library, you should also save a 

corresponding Library File. 

I assume that in most cases you'll be working with ALL 

Files. First of all, it is not possible to import individual 

storage areas from the file. This means that all four User 

Voice Banks and the User Drum Bank are loaded. If you 

want to avoid this, there are two possibilities. If you still 

have access to your MOTIF XF, you could prepare the files 

on the XF for the import to MONTAGE so that there is 

no need for adjustment after importing at least the basic 

content. 

MONTAGE is able to load a MOTIF XF ALL-File (.X3A) 

directly into one of the Library Banks. You could then use 

the Library Import function as described above to create 

individual compilations in the User Memory.

Suppose you own some MOTIF XF soundsets from EASY 

SOUNDS or other third-party vendors and want to 

develop a "Best Of" collection. No problem, the following 

procedure is recommended:

First initialise (after having created a backup!) the user 

memory:

•	Press [UTILITY]

•	Select "Settings" > "System" from the menu

•	Tap on "Initialize User Data"

•	Confirm the prompt with "Initialize / YES"

As described above load one or more .X3A Files into the 

Library memory. Also use the explained "Library Import" 

function to import your personal selection from all loaded 

files into the user memory. Make sure that you import the 

required data from the respective Library with a single 

action, so that no User Waveform duplicates are created.

If you want to use more than eight source files, that's no 

problem. You can always delete Library Files and load 

other ones. The user memory you are currently working is 

unaffected. Keep in mind: The file size grows with its tasks. 

You can import up to 640 Performances (former MOTIF 

Voices). Of course it is a good idea to create backups of 

the current memory contents inbetween larger actions. 

TrANsFEr OF dATA FrOM 

ThE MOTiF XF sEriEs

The following table lists the data that can be imported 

from the MOTIF XF series. 
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After your new collection is complete, store it as a User 

and a Library File. Another recommendation at this point: 

Before you import MOTIF XF soundsets by EASY SOUNDS 

into your MONTAGE, inform yourself about the soundsets 

that are already available for MONTAGE. These are new, 

enhanced versions of the soundsets that are optimised for 

MONTAGE and its new features such as Scenes and the 

Motion Control Engine.

In the event that you import data from different files that 

you have complied from different sources for the MOTIF 

XF, naturally Waveform duplicates could arise accidentally.  

In this case corresponding adjustments should be carried 

out manually. 

suMMAry

As already touched upon, it is highly recommended to 

have a sort of "double bookkeeping". That is, for each 

Library File, there is also a mirrored User File. Thanks to 

the different file extensions (.X7U / .X7L), the exact same 

name can be used. If there is a need for changes, these 

are executed on the User File, and both Files are then 

stored with a new name (for example, containing the date). 

If you have your User Files also stored as Library File, there 

is a further advantage. Doing so you are able to load a 

file into the Library Banks at any time. Regardless of the 

current state of the user memory, where you might work 

on something completely different. And if all eight Library 

Banks are used, you can quickly erase one - they are not 

lost if you keep the files.

Finally, I hope that I have succeeded to bring this rather 

dry subject nearer to you. There are certain special cases 

and detailed questions that are not fully covered. However, 

this episode is already quite extensive, so I want to treat all 

of us with a "pause" at this point.

Have fun and success in working with MONTAGE 

Your Hans-Peter Henkel
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#yamahasynths

„The Yamaha Montage really has taken performance keyboards to the next level,

there‘s so much crammed in there you will never get bored! The FM engine is so exciting.“

Matt Johnson | Jamiroquai



In this workshop series you are introduced 

into the basics of the new FM-X synthesis 

of MONTAGE. The first three episodes were 

designed so that you didn't need to have 

a MONTAGE in order to understand the 

content. Thus also future MONTAGE owners 

could read in the matter.

This episode, however, offers a guide which is primarily 

aimed at those who already can appreciate themselves 

as happy MONTAGE owners and want to follow the steps 

on the device. Of course, reading the previous episodes 

facilitates the understanding of the examples.

bAsic uNdErsTANdiNG

Even if you do not intend to get intensely into FM 

programming but instead only want to edit existing FM-X 

Performances to come closer to your own ideas, a basic 

understanding of FM synthesis and the corresponding 

functions in MONTAGE is extremely helpful.

Therefore, in this chapter we will try to give you the most 

basic knowledge. We start from a Preset Performance in 

which all the parameters are reset to default values. This 

is the Preset Performance "Init Normal (FM-X)" from the 

Category "Init".

MONTAGE
FM-X GuidE 
PArT 4: FM-X sOuNddEsiGN - 

FirsT sTEPs

Yamaha.com 14
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OP1 = Coarse 0, Fine 0  (Ratio 0.50)

OP2 = Coarse 1, Fine 50 (Ratio 1.50) 

OP3 = Coarse 1, Fine 0  (Ratio 1.00) 

OP4 = Coarse 2, Fine 0 (Ratio 2.00) 

OP5 = Coarse 3, Fine 0 (Ratio 3.00) 

OP6 = Coarse 4, Fine 0 (Ratio 4.00) 

OP7 = Coarse 5, Fine 0 (Ratio 5.00) 

OP8 = Coarse 8, Fine 0 (Ratio 8.00)

step 1 = algorIthm selectIon

•	Select the Preset Performance "Init Normal (FM-X)" from 

the Performance Category Search display in the "Init" 

Category

•	Exit the Performance Category Search display with EXIT

•	Press [EDIT]

•	Select PERFORMANCE CONTROL

•	Select PART SELECT [1]

•	Select the display "Part Setting (Common)"> "Algorithm"

•	Select different Algorithm numbers to get an overview 

of the existing Operator connections

In "Algorithm 1" all Operators are arranged next to 

each other and thus function as Carriers. There are no 

Modulators in this Algorithm. It thus provides no FM 

synthesis in the strict sense, but rather corresponds to 

the Additive synthesis, in which a sound is created by 

compiling harmonic partials. 

step 2 = progr a mmIng a dr awbar organ 

sound

•	Again, select Algorithm 1, because it is ideal for the 

simulation of organ sounds with drawbars

•	At the bottom of the display instead of "Common" select 

one Operator after the other (OP1 - OP8) and make 

the following settings for the parameters "Coarse" and 

"Fine". The Ratio value listed in parentheses combines 

"Coarse" and "Fine Freq" and is set automatically.

•	Move the Sliders 1 - 8 to their maximum position

You can now hear an organ sound made of eight 

drawbars, which can be varied with various Slider settings 

just like on a Hammond organ.

The next chart depicts the close connection of Harmonics, 

Freq Ratio values and Organ Foot Stops (drawbars).

Since all nine drawbars of a Hammond organ can not be 

reproduced with the eight Operators, the Foot Stop 1 1/3 

was omitted - which would correspond to the Freq Ratio 

6.0. 
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parameter "Coarse". The Frequency Ratios between 

the Carrier (OP4), which is set to Coarse 1.0, and the 

Modulator (OP3) change. The audible results are the 

typical FM spectrums, you are highly likely to know from 

the DX7!

step 3 = fm wIth t wo oper ators

•	Select the Preset Performance "Init Normal (FM-X)" to 

start all over again. It is this necessary to select another 

Performance beforehand. Tap on the Performance 

name in the top of the display, and then press [INC / 

YES] and [DEC / NO]

•	Press [EDIT]

•	Select PART SELECT [1]

•	In the display select "Part Setting (Common)" > 

"Algorithm"

•	Select "Algorithm 13". This Algorithm was the most 

commonly used Operator arrangement on the DX7. The 

Operators 4, 6, and 8 functions as Carriers, while the 

Operators 3, 5, and 7 above are used as Modulators

•	Set "Feedback" to a value of 7. In the selected Algorithm 

the Feedback acts to Operator 3, which is characterised 

by the loop in the diagram. As its name suggests, the 

Feedback Loop feeds the output of the Operator back 

to its input. This results in a significant enrichment of the 

overtone spectrum

•	In the following experiment exclusively OP4 (Carrier) 

and OP3 (Modulator) are required. Therefore, pull 

Fader 1 all the way down (OP1 = 0) and Fader 4 all 

the way up (OP4 = Level 99)

•	Now move Fader 3, which controls the OP3 Level and 

thus the Modulator's output signal, slowly upward - up 

to a position where there's no distortion yet. You will 

hear that the sound gets more and overtones. This is 

Frequency Modulation!

•	At the bottom of the display select Operator 3  

instead of "Common". This opens the display  

"Form / Freq". Successively set values of 0 - 31 for the 

step 4 = spectr al waves, sk Irt, and 

resonance

•	Stay in the display "Form / Freq"

•	Use the Fader to set the OP3 Level back to 0

•	At the bottom of the display select Operator 4 for 

editing 

•	Set the parameter "Spectral" to the form "All 1" instead 

of "Sine" 

•	Set the parameter "Skirt" gradually from 0 to the 

maximum value of 7. The harmonic curve is increasingly 

widened. At the value 7 the sound spectrum is quite 

similar to that of a sawtooth wave

•	Select "All 2" for the "Spectral" parameter. The sound 

is somewhat narrower, like a sawtooth ocsillator with 

resonance

•	Select the next Forms "Odd 1" and "Odd 2". The sound 

spectrum changes from sawtooth to square
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•	Next, select the Forms "Res 1" and "Res 2" - to the 

right of "Skirt" the additional parameter "Resonance" 

becomes available. Increasing the Resonance value 

slowly creates a sound that resembles a filter sweep. 

If you simultaneously reduce the Skirt values, the sound 

becomes even more delicate

The last step has shown that with only one Operator 

complex sound spectra can be realised by simply using the 

Spectral Forms and corresponding Skirt values - sounds 

that would require at least two Operators (Carrier and 

Modulator) plus feedback in conventional FM synthesis. 

Combining several Operators with different Forms and 

Skirt settings allows sounds that would be impossible with 

a DX.

These first steps have certainly not been the basis for an 

informed FM programming, however, they can help to a 

certain basic understanding of FM synthesis.

A next step might be to look at some FM Preset 

Performances and make minor modifications. Explore 

and always start at the Algorithm, to determine which 

Operators are used as Carrier and which are used as 

Modulators. The Faders can then be employed specifically 

for controlling the Operater Levels.

a f Inal hInt:

You can use the two bottom button rows (1 - 8) to select 

or mute Operators. The MOTION SEQ SELECT buttons 

1-8 select the Operator, while the ARP SELECT buttons 

1-8 mute them.

Muting certain Operators plays an important role in 

FM programming since it allows to separately audition 

sections within an Algorithm. In this context a "section" is 

understood as a group of interconnected Operators. In 

the Algorithm 13 used above, for example, the following 

three sections are present, if one disregards the standalone 

OP1 + OP2:

•	OP4 (Carrier) > OP3 (Modulator with Feedback)

•	OP6 (Carrier) > OP5 (Modulator)

•	OP8 (Carrier) > OP7 (Modulator)

With this episode the MONTAGE FM-X Guide comes to 

an end, so that we can turn to other issues in subsequent 

editions of the Music Production Guide. However, it is 

quite conceivable that we continue the series later with 

information and examples to advanced FM programming.

Peter Krischker
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yAMAhA dTX760k
NEw sETuP – lET`s rOck...

The 700 series is available in two new 
setups. In this issue I'd like to introduce 
you to the Yamaha DTX760K: It has all the 
advantages of the great flagship with a 
DTX700 module.

Let's take a look on the new setup.

ThE cOMPONENTs

•	Module 1 x DTX700 

•	Rack 1 x RS700 including holder

•	Snare Pad 1 x XP120SD 

•	Tom Pads 2 x XP100T 

•	Floortom Pad 1 x XP120T 

•	Kick Pad 1 x KP100 

•	Crashes 2 x PCY135

•	Ride 1 x PCY155 

•	Hi-Hat 1 x RHH135 

•	Hi-Hat Stand 1 x HS740A 

ThE rAck rs700

Due to its size the rack provides a convenient arrangement 

of all components. The clamps are super stable and have 

been equipped with the proven ballclamp tom holders for 

the Tom Pads. The cymbal holders are also super flexible 

thanks to their boom arms. Two holders are integrated in 

the rack, the third is on the right arm of the rack. 

All brackets and holders can be set to meet your personal 

preferences of where you like to have your Pads. The 

Module has its place on the left side. From there, you can 

operate the entire drum kit. Due to the length of the left 

side arm the Module does not interfere with the drummer's 

playing. 

ThE PAds 

The Tom Pads and the Snare Pad have a natural rebound 

and a good feel thanks to their special silicone head. The 

silicone material was differently foamed with air bubbles, 

so that the various Pads all have their distinctive feel. As 
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on an acoustic drum kit, a hit on the Toms feels softer than 

a hit on the Snare.

All Pads have three Zones for playing different sounds. 

The Toms offer a rim sound on the top Zone on the rim, 

the normal sound on the middle head Zone, and the tom 

sound together with the rim on the bottom Zone on the 

rim. The Snare can be played in the same way with three 

sounds Closed Rim, Open Rim, and Center.

The dial in the top left corner can have different functions: 

To virtually lose or tighten the snare or change the tuning.

ThE kick PAd 

The KP100 is extremely quiet 

and equipped with a fabric 

drumhead. Drumhead and 

inclusion for the pedal are large 

enough to be used with a double 

pedal. The Kick Pad features an 

output and an input. The small 

Gain Knob provides adjustment 

of the trigger sensitivity. A foot 

pedal is not included. So you 

can make your own choice between a single pedal or a 

double pedal. 

ThE cyMbAl PAds 

The Cymbal Pads also feature three Zones and thus offer 

the most important sounds: The Cup, the Bow and the 

Edge region.

You can choke the Cymbal and keep playing muffled with 

your hand on the Cymbal Pad.

ThE hi-hAT 

The Hi-Hat stand is of good Yamaha 

quality and makes a great combination 

with the 2-Zone Hi-Hat-Pad. The following 

sounds can be produced with the Hi-Hat:

•	Open Hi-Hat: Two Sounds: bow and 

edge region

•	 Closed Hi-Hat: Two sounds, bow and 

edge region

•	 Pedal Hi-Hat: The sound of using the 

pedal to clash the cymbals

•	Splash Hi-Hat: If you shortly step on the pedal and 

release it straight back

Yamaha has also programmed a "Hi-Hat Pitch": When 

you play an acoustic Hi-Hat in closed position and then 

add more pressure to the pedal, the resulting sound of 

the Hi-Hat becomes slightly higher. This effect is mimicked 

perfectly with the controller.

cAbliNG 

The Pads are connected to the Module using single cables. 

This has the advantage that you can customise the cabling 

as you like it, and in case of loss or defect individual cables 

are replaced quickly. The supplied cables are marked and 

can be easily layed. Velcro straps help in mounting them 

to the rack. 

ThE hEArT OF iT All 

yAMAhA dTX700  

sOuNd MOdulE

The Module provides 1,268 professional drum and 

percussion sounds. There are also 128 melody sounds. 

There are 10 User Drum Kits and 50 Preset Kits, which 

can be edited. 

The internal Sample Memory lets you load your own 

drum sounds or loops via the module's USB port. The 

44 training songs and the metronome are really great 

and enrich practising with this kit. Numerous effects 

provide extra spice for the sound of the 700 series: Six 

Reverb, six Chorus, and 42 Variation effects are available. 
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The 4-band Kit EQ and the 3-band Master EQ allow to 

customise the sound to any situation. 

For this purpose, you only 

have to connect the Apple 

device via the USB-to-

Host port with the Yamaha 

DTX700 to start. There is 

no easier way to program 

your Drum Kit.

My cON-

clusiON 

The 700 Module offers 

plenty of possibilities, and 

together with Cubase AI 

it is a super workstation. 

The Kit is suitable for live 

use, for the studio, and 

of course for your daily 

practise. The Pads feature the natural rebound one would 

expect from a professional E-Drum Pad.

Your Ralf Mersch

connectIons:

•	USB TO DEVICE/TO HOST

•	OUTPUT [L/MONO] (Standard Monoklinke)

•	OUTPUT [R] (Standard Monoklinke)

•	Trigger Input 1 to 8, 11 (Standard Stereoklinke, L: 

Trigger Input, R: Rim Switch) 

•	Trigger Input 9 and 10 (Standard Stereoklinke, L: 

Trigger Input, R: Trigger Input)

•	HH-KICK (Standard Stereoklinke) 

•	HI-HAT CONTROL (Standard Stereoklinke)

•	AUX IN (Stereo Miniklinke)

•	PHONES (Standard Stereoklinke)

•	MIDI IN/OUT 

hh-kick iNPuT

This input has been specially designed for drummers who 

have to practise very quietly. You can connect a Yamaha 

HH65 pedal to this input in order to play the bass drum 

without a beater, hence very quiet. A bass drum sound is 

pre-programmed to this input.

cubAsE Ai

In addition to all features of the Drum Kit a license for 

Steinberg's DAW software Cubase AI is included in the 

form of a download code. This music software can be 

installed on a Mac or Windows PC. Use it to record and 

edit drum tracks or even entire songs.

dTX700TOuch 

APP

There is a free App available in 

the Apple App Store, with which 

you can fully edit the DTX700. 

All settings can be adjusted with 

a finger on your iPhone or iPad. 
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On the last page of the Music Production 
Guide a link can be found to download a zip-
file containing all previous editions (in the Box 
„Music Production Guide History“).

In addition, we offer the opportunity to access all previous 

issues online. The Music Production Guide Archive is available 

from everywhere you've got connection to the internet.

A simple click on the issue is all you have to do to open and 

download it as a PDF.

The link to the English editions:

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

The link to the German editions:

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/index.html

Music Production Guides –  
coMPlete archive online
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YaMaha-Goodies  
for MX49/MX61: 
live instruMents 
PerforMance Kit

PerforMance Kit

The "Performance Kit" consists of the following  

components:

•	MX49/MX61	Performance	Library

•	WAV	 pool	 with	 about	 200	WAV	 files	 totaling	 93	MB	

(drum	loops,	vocal	and	vocoder	phrases,	sound	effects,	

and	atmospheres)

•	MIDI	loops	&	arpeggios

To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the 

keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:

mxgoodies@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete you will  

receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password 

and a link where the file can be downloaded.

live instruMents

„Live Instruments“ includes a high-quality collection of 

sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, 

organ, mellotron, strings, brass section, and synth. So it's 

a selection of instruments that all keyboardists in bands 

require regularly. 

•	100	Voices

•	32	Performances,	divided	into: 

SPLIT	Performances	(Instruments	&	ARP)	

LIVE	Performances	(Split	&	Layer)	

LIVE	Performances	(Single)	

LIVE	HYBRID	Performances

The free soundset "Live Instruments for MX" can  

be ordered by writing an e-mail with the subject  

"Live4MX" to: 

live4mx@easysounds.de

Immediately after registration you will receive an email 

from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content.

Yamaha offers free additional, yet high-quality content for MX49/MX61 users. It was produced 
by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.
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The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.

This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from 

the EASY SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.

In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects, and atmospheres for Cubase 

AI and other DAWs.

Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:

moxgoodies@easysounds.de

easY sounds soundsets for MoX

The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS is also available in MOX format.

The following products are available:

MoX „sound & Groove Kit“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Stage	&	Studio“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Phat	Analog“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Organ	Session“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Hypnotic	Stepz“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Chill	Xperience“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Mystic	Spheres“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Dance	Xpanded“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Live	Instruments“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Nature	of	Chill“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Dance	Pro“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Phat	Analog	II“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Xtasyn“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Synth	Xtreme“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Magical	Pads“	

Visit the EASY SOUNDS online shop:

www.easysounds.de
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YaMaha cP1 artist PerforMances

A free soundset in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.

A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf 

of Yamaha Music Europe.

The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to 

cp1goodies@easysounds.de

containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where 

the file can be downloaded.
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Motif Xf  
flash MeMorY  
content

Yamaha is working with third party software 

vendors to offer an extensive amount of 

free and optional Flash Memory content for 

registered MOTIF XF users.

The flash memory content package  

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first stock for a 

sample-library of up to 2 GB for the non-volatile Flash  

Memory of the MOTIF XF. This content package  

contains three new User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms, 

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits. It focusses on 

the sound categories piano, organ, brass & reeds, pads, 

synths, oriental instruments and drums.

These Voice Banks can be individually  

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the  

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is installed.

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features 128 User 

Voices, 34 User Waveforms and 336 MB Samples 

(979 Keybanks). 

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr. Peter Jung 

(Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is based on recordings that 

were created over the past five years with the participation 

of two well-known Central European symphony orchestras. 

The recorded sounds are very lively and authentic. Some 

feature delicate impressions of „disturbances“ that are  

typical for strings, such as the sound of slightly hitting the 

instrument body with the bow. All recordings were digitally 

processed on PCs, collaborating with well-known sound 

designers.

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice bank also 

contains sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe  

Organ, Acoustic Piano, and Electric Piano.

To be able to load the complete All-file a Flash Expansion 

Memory Module (512 MB or 1 GB) is required. Single 

Voices can also be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the 

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be requested by  

sending an e-mail containing the keywords „MOTIF XF  

Inspiration & Symphonic“ to:

xfgoodies@easysounds.de

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can 

be downloaded.
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Yamaha offers another free soundset for 

the MOTIF / MOXF that is dealing with a 

truly legendary Yamaha synthesizer: the 

Virtual Acoustic Synthesizers VP1.

The VP1 sounds brutal. The sound impresses by an 

amazing vitality, coupled with amazing stereo renderings. 

There is no doubt that even after almost twenty years  

the VP1 can sonically compete with current workstations. 

It was and is a truly remarkable result of exquisite 

engineering.

sound, by varying the parameter values, can be 

dynamically changed using the numerous performance 

functions of VP1. 

The author Prof. Dr. Peter Juung has carefully recorded 

sounds of the VP1 and created a sound set. The VP1 

soundset includes 565MB of sample data. Everything was 

recorded in stereo and organised in 19 Waveforms, which 

rely on 536 Keybanks. From these Waveforms 48 Voices 

whose character was previously only found in the original 

were programmed exclusively for the MOTIF and MOXF. 

The soundset takes us into the magical world of "Physical 

Modeling" synthesis of the VP1. 

The soundset "VP1 MOTIF" can be requested by writing an 

e-mail with the subject "VP1" to:

vp1@easysounds.de

After successful registration you will get an e-mail from 

EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content. 

der vP1 froM the inside

The VP1 uses "Physical Modeling". With the help of a 

physical model, e.g. of a stringed instrument, you can 

get an actual sound by setting the parameter values. 

The excitement, e.g. a pick or a bow brings virtual kinetic 

energy into the model, which is made to audible sound by 

the model. 

A sound generated with the "Physical Modeling" synthesis 

is not a simple snapshot that does not change like with 

pure sampling. Rather than that, the "physical modeling" 

soundset for Motif Xf und MoXf

vP1 PhYsical ModelinG
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In special cases some birthdays are 
celebrated quite more than a single day - 
which is also true for the tenth anniversary 
of the Yamaha MOTIF.  Wojtek Olszak pulls 
that event back into memory with his 10th 
Anniversary Pack. 

This 10th Anniversary Pack uses samples from previously 

published promotional soundsets, namely:  

•	Chicks	Mark	V

•	Peter	Jung's	CS-80

•	CF	-	CP1

The 64 Voices of this pack are roughly divided into the 

following categories: 

•	Acoustic	Pianos

•	E-Pianos	/	Clavinets

•	CS-80	Leads

•	CS-80	Brasses

•	Pads

•	Strings

•	Organs

•	Miscellaneous

The free soundset "10th Anniversary Pack for MOTIF XF by 

Wojtek Olszak" can be ordered by writing an e-mail with 

the subject "10th Anniversary Pack" to: 

10th_anni_wo@easysounds.de	

Immediately after registration you will receive an e-mail 

from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content.
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The recent Goodies contained almost 

exclusively User Voices and Samples. For 

some time now many users, however, 

expressed to get new content in the field 

of Performances and Live Mixings. Yamaha 

Europe now corresponds to this wish and 

provides new sound sets: Hybrid Live 

Performances for MOTIF XF and MOXF.

The following Performance Sets are included in the 

downlad:

Hybrid Perfor mer - Set 1

32	Performances

Performance	mode

Programmed	by	HaPe	Henkel	and	Peter	Krischker

Hybrid Perfor mer - Set 2

16	Hybrid	Live	Performances		

Song	Mixing	mode

Programmed	by	HaPe	Henkel

Hybrid Perfor mer - Set 3

32	Hybrid	Live	Performances

Song	Mixing	mode

These	Performances	are	based	on	chart	titles	using		

the	User	Sound	Library	that	has	been	launched	some	

years	ago		

Programmed	by	Jean	Moric	Behrends

As you can see above, the first set contains "traditional" 

Performances.

The sets 2 and 3 on the other hand contain "Hybrid 

Live Performances", which are very popular among live 

keyboardists.

Hybrid Live Performances are Mixings at the highest 

level and with the broadest capabilities. They contain 

not only complex layer or split programmings, but even 

allow to switch between sounds without interruption. 

Many ambitious and professional keyboardist prefer these 

special Live Performances over traditional Performances 

with their four different Parts.

A Hybrid Live Performance is created in the Song or 

Pattern Mixing mode. In contrast to the Performance 

mode, up to 16 Parts are available here. In a Hybrid Live 

Performance groups can be formed with different MIDI 

Receive Channels (Receive Ch.). Thus, within a single 

Mixing even more than one Performance can be realised. 

They can be selected by using the TRACK SELECT buttons 

without having the previous sound cut off.

A common download folder is set up for the three sets of 

the Hybrid Performer series.

The sets are available for MOTIF XF and MOXF and  

can be requested by writing an e-mail with the subject 

"Hybrid" to:

hybridperformer@easysounds.de

After registration you will receive an e-mail containing a 

download link from EASY SOUNDS with a clearance for 

the content.

Motif Xf / MoXf  
PerforMance sound-
set „hYbrid PerforMer“
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Motif Xs: 
euroPean loYaltY ProGraM and 
oriental soundset

The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-
class content.

It is mainly a premium Voice and Sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe 

which contains the following:

•	The	3-layers	Yamaha	S700	stereo	piano	(32	MB	compressed)	

•	„Sweet	Voices“	and	choir	and	scatvoices	from	the	Yamaha	Tyros

•	Best-of	compilations	of	the	optional	soundsets	from	EASY	SOUNDS	

•	A	WAV	pool	containing	200	WAV	files	with	93	MB	in	total

The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:

•	36	Performances

•	128	Voices

•	9	User	Drum	Voices

•	113	User	Waveforms	/	84	MB	Samples	of	oriental	instruments

•	6	Turkish	Authentic	Micro	Tunings

„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic 

samples of oriental musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, 

world, chill out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.

To register for the loyalty program and the oriental soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword  

„MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:

sxgoodies@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete, the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a 

password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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s90 Xs / s70 Xs:  
soundPacKaGe

A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for  
S90 XS / S70 XS users. 

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:

•	Soundset	„Pop	&	Dance“	-	128	professional	Voices	from	the	EASY	SOUNDS	library	

•	Soundset	„Vocoder	Dreamz“	containing	40	Vocoder	Voices

•	A	WAV	pool	containing	200	WAV	files	with	a	total	size	of	93	MB	

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:

s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

Motif-racK Xs:  
sound & infoPacKaGe

MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY 
SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio phrases, a demo song, and 

a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks.

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & 

Infopackage“ to:

mrxgoodies@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage 
that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-Voices. Furthermore a comprehensive 

documentation and other useful tips & tricks are included. 

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:

popxpanded@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

s90 es, Motif-racK es, Mo6/Mo8:  
sound & infoPacKaGe

tenori-on:  
euroPean voice & saMPlebanK

Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & 
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On users. 

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:

•	18	Tenori-On	User	Voices	(Samplings)

•	4	Tenori-On	Demos	(AllBlock-Files)

•	268	Samples	in	WAV-Format	(19	MB)

•	Comprehensive	PDF	documentation

This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:

tenorion@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

There are five content packages available for download:

•	Extra	Content	1	-	Jazz	Kit	(4	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	2	-	Rock	Kit	(13	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	3	-	Electronic	Kit	(15	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	4	-	Vintage	Kit	(6	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	5	-	Oak	Kit	(6	Drum	Kits)

Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available. For more information and the download links visit

http://de.yamaha.com/de/support/

Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section and enter the name of your drum kit model.

ocean Way drumS dtXPanSion Kit 

These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library 

from Ocean Way (Sonic Reality).

The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:

http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php	

free druM Kits  
for dtX900 & dtXtreMeii i
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Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.  

It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files: 

File 1 = Acoustic Kits 

•	Jazz	Maple	(5	variations)

•	Oak	X	Single	(5	variations)

•	Vintage	(5	variations)

•	Rock	Single	(5	variations)	

File 2 = Electronic Kits

•	ClasscDance	

•	Classic	RX	

•	Drum’n’Bass	

•	HipHop90bpm	

•	House	128bpm

More information and download links can be found here:

http://download.yamaha.com	

First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.

free druM Kits  
for the dtX-Multi 12
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dtX-Multi 12 soundset:  
„oriental Percussion“

The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds 
from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions 
or rehearsals. 

With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI 

enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every 

conceivable musical style with the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled 

with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.

Now the soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY 

SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.

The download package includes the following:

•	50	Patterns

•	24	Kits

•	132	User	Waves	(18	MB	Samples)

The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of 

oriental percussion instruments.

The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.

„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.

Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as 

Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers 

like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its 

first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the 

production of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appeared in 2010.

The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his 

own music productions.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:

dtxmulti12@easysounds.de

The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most 

of the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music 

Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – 

for those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good  

reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a 

music production tool with functions which were exclusive for 

high-end studios not very long time ago.

Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music 

Production instrument with included Cubase AI software are  

qualified  to request a free English language tutorial CD from ASK 

Video containing 23 videos on how to use Cubase AI4.

The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks 

last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail 

containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your 

name and address to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

important note: this cd-rom can not be shipped outside europe!

cubase ai tutorial videos  
for reGistered users
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oPtional soundsets for  Motif / 
MoXf / MoX / Mo and s series

" energy "
Sounds for electronic, modern pop, dance, dubstep, electro house, and related styles of music. With 
Energy important elements of the current electronic music are finally available for the MOTIF. Rapid 
arpeggios, wobbling synths, electric bass, and drum beats in variable tempos are essential features 
of this set

"nature of cHill"
Exquisite Voices and Performances for chill out, lounge, ambient, electronic, and related musical styles 
of popular music. In addition to broad, effective and atmospheric synthesizer sounds also remakes of 
traditional instrument sounds from the fields of piano, electric piano and guitar are offered

„l ive inStrumentS“
Voice and sound collection with high-quality sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, 
organ, Mellotron, strings, brass section, synth. Popular selection of instruments that are always 
required by keyboard players in bands. In addition, the sound library contains punchy drum sounds 
and arpeggio Performances that offer inspiration and ample opportunities for improvisation with 
accompaniment and idea material for productions

„dance Pro“
Top-current, powerful, and assertive dance Voices, programmed by top international sound designers.  
A special feature are the audio / MIDI arrangements, where synth Voices and drum loops are combined. 
These arrangements can be used as a starting point for your own dance tracks

„evolving SoundScaPeS“
Inspiring collection of atmospheric and dramatic Voices and Performances on the basis of a newly  
created sample library. High-quality FX, synth and drum samples, pads, and musical effects with 
 impressive atmosphere and motion-rich sound structures, spherical and spectacular sound effects for 
cinematic and ambient productions

„PHat analog i i “
Timeless Voice and sound collection with an emulation of popular sounds from Oberheim synthesizers 
(OBX, OB8, Matrix12 ...) and the Jupiter-8. The ultimate analog extension for the MOTIF! Polyphonic 
synth sounds like synthbrass, synthstrings, pads, and synthcomps are the main content. However, 
leadsynths for synthpop, sequencer, arpeggio, and FX sounds can also be found in this sound library

„XtaSyn“
Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance, trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads & synth comps, 
pads, FX. Special attack Waveforms for punchy sounds

„fm XPanded – vol . 1: electric Piano & cl avinet“
Sample-based FM sounds with very high dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily based on classic 
DX7 sounds, but also offer new and innovative creations
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gener al infor m ation

The above soundsets are available for the following devices:

•	MOTIF	XF,	MOXF,	MOTIF	XS,	MOTIF-RACK	XS,	S90	XS	/	S70	XS,	MOX,	

MOTIF	ES,	MOTIF-	RACK	ES,	S90	ES,	MO6,	MO8.	

•	Some	soundsets	are	not	available	in	allen	formats.	

The	most	recent	soundsets	are	offered	primarily	for	MOTIF	XF,	MOXF,	and	MOTIF	XS.

Each soundset contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device, additional content such as Performances, Samples,  
User Arpeggios, and WAV Loops are included..

Further details can be found on 	www.easysounds.de	

Price per soundset = 35,- EUR 

The soundsets are available from: 

EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker 

vertrieb@easysounds.de 

http://www.easysounds.de 

„PHat analog“
Synthleads, pads & more! Time less Voice and sample library with a Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) 
and JP-8 sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

„cHill XPer ience“
Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient, New Age, Electronic, and related genres. These sounds offer 
a high level of musical inspiration

„drum Perfor mer“
Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme range of 
sounds achieved by different recording techniques

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains the most important standard instruments and synth sounds 
for live musicians. Outstanding performance and power

„organ SeSSion“
This set is an impressive emulation of the legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ sounds with concise 
key click and controllable percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz
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iMPrint &  
further linKs

iMPortant websites  

for Motif users

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers 

including a comprehensive download section 

www.yamahasynth.com

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH  

www.yamaha-europe.com

American MOTIF support website including message 

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“  

downloads  

www.motifator.com

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and  

USB sticks for Yamaha synths  

www.easysounds.de

John Melas MOTIF Site Editor softwares  

for the MOTIF series  

www.jmelas.gr/motif

Cool Webinars 

Support for Yamaha synthesizers and more  

www.cool-webinars.com

Music Production  

Guide historY

You can download all English editions already  

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the  

EASY SOUNDS website: 

www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuidesEN.zip

A total summary of all topics ever discussed in the Music 

Production Guide can be found here: 

www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

YaMaha Music Production Guide

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments

Published by

EASY SOUNDS 

Peter Krischker 

Am Langberg 97 A 

D-21033 Hamburg 

Telefon: +49 40 - 738 62 23

In cooperation with

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

Siemensstraße 43 

D-25462 Rellingen 

Telefon: +49 41 01 - 30 30 

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de

The free Music Production Guide contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and around Yamaha 

synthesizers of the MOTIF series, MOX/MOXF series, MX series, reface, S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and 

articles about recording, software, and Computer Music Instruments.

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:

motifnews@easysounds.de
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